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Dear Editor,

Brisbane, 03/10/14

We have made the following changes to the format of the manuscript:

1) Requesting line numbering: **Line numbers are inserted.**

2) Please include e-mail addresses of each co-author on the title page: **E-mail addresses have been added to title page.**

3) Please reformat your abstract. **Abstract has been reformatted.**

4) Please include a conclusion section after discussion. **A conclusion paragraph has been added after the discussion.**

5) Requesting list of abbreviations: **A list of abbreviations has been included after the conclusion paragraph.**

6) Please include an acknowledgments section after authors contributions section.

**We have put the financial support under acknowledgment section. No other person needed to be acknowledged.**

7) Please remove funding section. This should be included in the acknowledgment section. **Removed financial support section and out under acknowledgments.**

8) You have uploaded the tables as additional files. Please remove them from the submission system and include the tables within the text file of the manuscript after the references. The tables should be formatted using the Table tool in your word processor.

**We have inserted the tables into the main manuscript.**

Kind regards,

Dr Inga Mertens-Walker